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me here and say, if you have never heard o6c where I was born you could

look me orer from top to bottom. You could survey me from side to idc side

and I don't think you wouldk know what town i as born in. You could take

all kinds of investigations of me , you could weigh me, you could measure me,

you would probably not even find what state I was born in, though some

people could tell that from the way I speak. But I don't think anyone would

guess that I was born in the copper mining town of Calumet, Mich. unless I

revealed it to them, I communicate it to you that oh M4ehie*- information.

and it is the surest way of getting knowledge providing we get our information

om one who knows. God knows more than any c men could possibly knw.

And aleo the Bible says it is a revelation from God. It is going to be the

very surest way of information that we could possibly find. oc The greater

part that anyone knows he gets by communication xfrom o someone else.

in Cal, a few years and go and there on the top I came to that great telescope,

that 200 inch too! telescope that was put on Mt. but I wasn't interested

in the _, I was interested in another one that I was told about, a midium

size telescope but it was trained on the sky, and they told me tt every few

minutes at regular intervals they took a picture of the sky and they took these

pictures right straight through the day, and they said there-was- were about I ten

other stations around the world, up on high mountains, where they took a pitture

of the son at regular intervals and then they put them together. Now, if you were

to lake the picture from Mt. Hugil and look at the sun today and see a great storm

around the sun and see the changes t t take place
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